
Because life is tough on your stuff





LOKSAK, Inc. of Naples, Florida is the inventor and manufacturer of the  and  transport and 
storage bags.  Our bag closure is both re-sealable and hermetic and offers 100% protection from water, 
dust, humidity, sand, and snow.   

We exercise control over every aspect of product development, marketing and distribution, just as we have 
since our inception in 1998.  LOKSAK is an efficient and responsive company with unsurpassed product 
quality as well as unwavering commitment to customer service. 

As an avid SCUBA diver, the founder of LOKSAK, Inc. brainstormed for years to make a 100% waterproof 
bag when she realized you simply couldn’t buy one at any store.  The  bag was the outcome of 
countless months of dedication, research and testing.  Originally designed to keep contents safe from 
water, it quickly became apparent that our hermetically sealed bags were capable of so much more, and 
with that, our  bags soon earned the moniker of “the element-proof storage bag”-- adding dust, 
humidity and air to its list of neutralized factors. 

 Odor Barrier bags feature the same hermetic seal as our  bags with the addition of a 
barrier film to eliminate odors and vapors from escaping.  These odor-proof bags are perfect for keeping 
refrigerators free of strong scents, keeping wildlife away from food and campsites and even packing out 
body waste from our pristine national parks.

 our brand of nylon carrying cases, offers a convenient option to comfortably carry our 
 bags in a specially designed housing.  Our  carrying cases come complete with two 

(2)  waterproof bags.

In 2013 LOKSAK, Inc. added the , a pocket friendly, fabric Faraday cage that allows consumers to 
carry mobile devices and items with ID chips undetected. Once the item is placed in the  your 
personal information is guarded against being hacked, tracked or intercepted by skimming devices.  

LOKSAK Today: 

Along came mobile devices!  To our excitement,  bags allowed full use of touch screens.  LOKSAK 
quickly offered new size specific bags for electronics.  The audio portion of the phone is not compromised 
when protected in our  bag, thus allowing the user to make and receive phone calls 

New Brand!  .  Our waist pouches, featuring 2   bags, are now affordable for 
Theme Parks, Water Parks, Resorts, Souvenir and Gift shops, and they are super exciting when a custom 
logo is added.   Who doesn’t love a logoed item to keep their memories alive!  

LOKSAK, Inc. sells products into markets as diverse as the applications of our products. Along with our 
huge domestic market, we sell internationally to outdoor and civilian markets, and all branches of the U.S. 
military, other government agencies and law enforcement worldwide. 

Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) companies integrate our  and  barrier bags into 
their own product lines.  

In 2012, LOKSAK, Inc. began offering customers the option to print CUSTOM LOGOS or text on our brands 
for special events, promotional giveaways, and as stated, OEM use. 

As technology advances, LOKSAK, Inc. will continue to set industry standards for light-weight, 
high-performance, and affordable storage solutions.



 is the only re-sealable, flexible storage bag 
offering protection from all of the elements.  The patented, 
light-weight storage system prevents air, humidity, 
water, dust and sand from harming your valuables and 
electronics. 
 
An aLOKSAK is indispensable from keeping your phone dry, 
to ensuring that your treasures are safe from the passage of 
time.  They are also certified waterproof down to 200 feet 
and can be reused many times.

Technical data is available on all of our brands.

100% Protection From:



 Inner Dimensions  Inner Dimensions Great 
SKU # (in) (cm)   For 
    

aLOKD2-5x4 4.7” x 3.875” 11.94 x 9.84 Keys, cash, credit cards and small kits. 

aLOKD2-3x6 3” x 5.5” 7.62 x 13.97 Small phones like iPhone 4 

aLOKD2-3.7x7 3.375” x 6.25” 8.57 x 16.51 Medium sized phones like the Samsung Galaxy S5*

aLOKNK-3.9x7 3.875” x 6.5” 9.84 x 16.51 Comes with a lanyard. Fits most phones including 

     iPhone 6 Plus and Samsung Galaxy 5 

aLOKD2-4x7 4.125” x 6.625” 10.48 x 16.83 Large phones, like Samsung Galaxy Note and the iPhone 6 Plus 

aLOKD2-6x6 6.375” x 5.25” 16.19 x 13.34 Kits, cameras, keys and other valuables 

aLOKD2-6x9 5.875” x 9” 14.92 x 22.86 Great for small tablets and e-readers like the iPad mini and Nook 

aLOKD2-9x6 8.625” x 5.25” 21.91 x 13.34 TSA approved. Great for traveling and medical kits.  

aLOKD2-8x11 7.75” x 10.5” 19.69 x 26.67 Great for large tablets like the iPad

aLOKD2-12x12 11.75” x 12” 29.85 x 30.48 Food and document storage. Small items of clothing 

aLOKD2-13x11 13.25” x 10.5” 33.66 x 26.67 Food and document storage. Small items of clothing 

aLOKD2-16x24 16” x 24” 40.64 x 60.96 Storage of clothes, food and larger items. 

aLOKD2-12x48 11.845” x 48” 30.09 x 121.92 Rifle bag     

Certified for Diving

Waterproof to 
60 meters/200 feet

Full use of touchscreens



Great for promotional giveaways and OEM applications

Make &Receive CallsThrough the Bag

Full Use
of 

Touchscreens

Add Your Logo!

with a purposeSwag



 Inner Dimensions  Inner Dimensions 
SKU # (in) (cm)      

SHSAK-SL-P 4.25” x 7” 10.8 x17.78 

SHSAK-SL-T 9.35” x 11.45” 23.75 x 29

SHSAK-SL-L 12” x 18”   30.48 x 45.72 

 is our patented, light-weight 
fabric Faraday cage capable of blocking 
signals that can steal your critical information.  
This bag was designed for all types of 
mobile devices including, but not limited to: 
Smartphones and tablets.
 
When an item is placed in the SHIELDSAK and sealed 
correctly, the item and its file contents become secure.  
Signals are blocked from entering or leaking from the 
bag.  Phones will not ring.  Items with ID chips, like 
passports and credit cards, cannot be scanned.  Vital 
information is secure and tracking is impossible.  
Some electronics contain a tracking device that 
cannot be turned off, however, with the SHIELDSAK 
that feature is irrelevant. 
 
Also note that SHIELDSAK will go through TSA security 
scans with absolutely no problems.
 



 bags are an enhanced , as they are not just waterproof 
but also odor and vapor proof.  So if you’re going camping, you will 
sleep peacefully knowing your food is stored in “bear-proof” state-
of-the-art storage bags that won’t leak odors like traditional storage 
containers.

Need to take it a step further?  They can also be used to safely and 
discreetly store body waste.

OPSAK bags are re-sealable and proven to be odor proof.  Whether 
you are camping, traveling with a baby or adventure racing, these 
light-weight storage bags will make for a safer, more pleasurable 
journey.

100% Protection From:



 Inner Dimensions  Inner Dimensions 
SKU # (in) (cm)       
  

OPD2-7x7 6.5” x 7” 17.15 x 17.78 

OPD2-9x10 8.875” x 9.875” 22.54 x 25.08 

OPD2-12x20 12.25” x 20” 31.12 x 50.8 

OPD2-28x20 27.375” x 20” 69.53 x 50.8 

Keep unwanted dinner guests away



Coming soon:   Various additions 
to our SUB-SAK line



Dipper Phone Neck CaddyPassport Neck Caddy

Tern Navigator Map Case

The  line offers a 
variety of accessories and 
each accessory includes a 
pair of aLOKSAK storage 
bags.  We offer an array of 
sizes and colors designed to 
accommodate everything 
from maps to smartphones, 
to passports and more. 

If you would like to discreetly 
protect and carry your 
passport, cash, mobile phone, 
maps, or other documents 
while enjoying water 
activities, the SPLASHSAK is 
the ideal accessory for your 
everyday life.



aLOKSAK, OPSAK, SPLASHSAK, and SHIELDSAK  are Trademarks of LOKSAK Corporation.

 239-331-5550  

 PO BOX 7127, Naples, FL 34101

www.loksak.com


